RECALL NOTICE

Thule Group Announces Recall of the following rooftop tents:

Thule Tepui Hybox (#901100), Thule Tepui Hybox Wedge (#901110), Tepui Hybox (#8001HB103 and #8001HB112), and Tepui Hybox Wedge (#8001HB203)

Hazard: Due to a design defect, when the rooftop tents are exposed to certain environmental and driving conditions, they can become detached from the vehicle’s roof while driving, which could cause a vehicle crash or injure nearby pedestrians.

Recalled Product: Thule Tepui Hybox (#901100), Thule Tepui Hybox Wedge (#901110), Tepui Hybox (#8001HB103 and #8001HB112) and Tepui Hybox Wedge (#8001HB203) rooftop tents manufactured between January, 2018 - April 28, 2021.

Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the rooftop tent and determine if your product falls within the recall population. If so, contact Thule Group for a refund or a replacement tent.

For more information:

www.thule.com/hyboxrecall

or

1-855-216-7375

Monday through Friday from 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. ET

This recall is being conducted in partnership with the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration.

NHTSA Recall ID: 21E-045

Post until 12/31/2021